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ONE-HUNDRED-TWENTY-EIGHTH - coach modification –
LAMINATE FLOORING IN THE BEDROOM. After five years the
bedroom carpet was beginning to look a little used, especially where the
bottom of the bed box drug across the carpet when the bed retracted.
After looking thru the
photos, decided to skip
showing photos of bed,
mattress, bed board, hinge
and top board. Rather the
photo shows the results of
disassembly of those
items. Next item to be
removed was the portion
of bed box covering the

carpet under the bed. After
we got to this part the work
began as there was no
turning back after the carpet
was cut into pieces for
removal. After the carpet
had been removed we
discovered where water had
leaked past the DS slide
gasket and ran onto the

flooring causing a small
area of mildew to grow.
After treating the area the
next work was to remove
the ½” of grout on top of
the OSB near the hall. An
area of about 6 square feet
took many hours, working
with an oscillating saw,
belt sander, along with a
chisel and hammer to remove the excess grout making a smooth surface.



After removing the grout, locating and pulling all of the carpet staples we
were left with a smooth surface for laying a thick underlayment making for a
quite floor.

Over a period of a
couple of years we
replaced all of the
carpet in our home
about 1,400 square feet
with laminate flooring.
We like the laminate
flooring so well we
decided to replace the

coach bedroom carpet with the same flooring. The flooring is a 14.3 mm
thick laminate purchased from Sam’s Club by the name Canyon Oak.
Total square footage was
a little over 61 Sq. Ft.
Ripping out the old carpet
and padding, cleaning
everything off the OSB
flooring, installing
underlayment and the
new laminate turned into
a really loooong two day
project.


